
WAXING 

If you are looking to remove any unwanted hair from your face or anywhere on your body, 
waxing could be the right choice for you.  It leaves skin smooth and without the bumps and 
cuts you often get from shaving.  Please let us know ahead of time if you are using Retin-A, 
Acutane, Acne prescriptions or blood thinners as they are contraindications for waxing.  We 
want to help you make the safest choice and always keep your health in mind before we 
begin. 

Eyebrows……………………………..…$15 
Lip……………………………………………$7 
Eyebrows & Lip Combo….……….$20 
Nose……………………………………..…$10 
Chin…………………………………………$8 
Neck……………………………………..…$10 
Sideburns…………………………….…$12 
Full Face(not including neck)…$35 
Underarms…………………………..…$20 
Half Arms…………………………….…$25 
Full Arms…………………………..…..$35 
Half Legs………………………………..$30 
Full Legs……………………………….…$50 
Bikini Line………………………….……$20 
Extended Bikini………………..……$30 
Brazilian…………………………..…….$45+ 
Back……………………………………….$60+ 
Chest………………………………………$60+ 



TINTING 
Brows tinting is a fantastic service to compliment your brows wax. It is especially effective 
for clients with blonde or lighter hair. You also like our lash tinting, which takes away the 
hassle of mascara. Be sure to not wear your brows makeup or mascara before your service. 
This service truly brings out the shine in your eyes, and makes everyone take notice! 

Eyebrows Tinting.....$15 
Eyelashes Tinting……$20 

THREADING 
Threading is an ancient method of hair removal. This secret of smooth and easy hair removal began in 
India and the Middle East. This ancient hair removal practice, is perfect for our friends with sensitive skin.  
It is also a great treatment for those of us taking Retin-A or Acutane.  We tend to hear clients say this 
procedure is less painful and less irritating than other hair removal methods. 

Eyebrows…..$13 
Lip…..$7 
Chin…..$7 
Sideburns…..$10 
Full Face (not including neck)…..$30 
At Queen Spa, we only use the most cutting edge products and treatments to help our clients feel 
beautiful and renewed. Our licensed estheticians are experts in waxing, tinting and threading. We vow to 
listen to your goals, and then work with you to bring out the best in you.  

Whatever you need, you can count on our years of experience to bring out your true beauty.  Please feel 
free to ask about all of the services at our spa.  We look forward to seeing you soon! 


